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Written in a straight-forward style, using a games-based approach that makes learning beginning-level programming fun and easy, this book focuses on teaching first time programmers how to program using Visual C++ 2005 Express Edition as a foundation.

Microsoft Visual C++ 2005 Express Edition Programming for the Absolute Beginner focuses on teaching first time programmers how to program using Visual C++ 2005 Express Edition as a foundation language. Written for the entry-level user, the book assumes no prior programming or scripting experience. Whether you are a new or experienced C++ developer, this book delivers the tools and libraries you need to write a variety of programs. Written in a straight-forward style, using a games-based approach that makes learning beginning-level programming fun and easy, Microsoft Visual C++ 2005 Express Edition Programming for the Absolute Beginner is the perfect introductory programming book.

 About the Authors 

Aaron Miller is a software developer with more than 15 years of experience. He has worked in a number of diverse fields, including the computer game industry, healthcare, and embedded systems development. He is passionate about demystifying technology and has long been a mentor to students new to programming.

Jerry Lee Ford, Jr. is an author, educator, and an IT professional with more than 16 years of experience in information technology, including roles as an automation analyst, technical manager, technical support analyst, automation engineer, and security analyst. Jerry has a master's degree in business administration from Virginia Commonwealth University in Richmond, Virginia. He also is the author of 15 other books, including Microsoft Visual Basic 2005 Express Edition Programming for the Absolute Beginner, VBScript Professional Projects, Microsoft Windows Shell Scripting and WSH Administrator's Guide, Learn VBScript in a Weekend, Microsoft Windows Shell Scripting for the Absolute Beginner, Learn JavaScript in a Weekend, and Microsoft Windows XP Professional Administrator's Guide. He has more than five years of experience as an adjunct instructor teaching networking courses in information technology.
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Visual Basic 2005 with .NET 3.0 Programmer's ReferenceWrox Press, 2007
With this completely up-to-date tutorial and reference, you'll quickly learn  how to develop Visual Basic (VB) programs that leverage the latest features of  Vista and .NET 3.0. The tutorial section walks you through VB.NET from scratch,  providing you with in-depth descriptions of the development environment, basic  program syntax, and standard...
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Handbook of Nanophysics: Nanomedicine and NanoroboticsCRC Press, 2010

	The tools of nanodiagnostics, nanotherapy, and nanorobotics are expected to revolutionize the future of medicine, leading to presymptomatic diagnosis of disease, highly effective targeted treatment therapy, and minimum side effects. Handbook of Nanophysics: Nanomedicine and Nanorobotics presents an up-to-date overview of...
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Breaking into Graphic Design: Tips from the Pros on Finding the Right Position for YouAllworth Press, 2005
• Interviews with dozens of design professionals reveal what they’re looking for
• Employment tips you didn’t learn in art schools

 Packed with information on every step of the job search from writing a cover letter to assembling a portfolio, Breaking into Graphic Design is the definitive book on creating...
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How to Do Everything with HTMLMcGraw-Hill, 2001
The title How to Do Everything with HTML is an ambitious one indeed. It is
something akin to titling a book, How to Do Everything with English. Better yet,
how about How to Do Everything with Algebra? The obvious question is:
How do you know when you can do everything with any of the above?

HTML is a language, and there...
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Data Matching: Concepts and Techniques for Record Linkage, Entity Resolution, and Duplicate Detection (Data-Centric Systems and Applications)Springer, 2012

	Data matching (also known as record or data linkage, entity resolution, object identification, or field matching) is the task of identifying, matching and merging records that correspond to the same entities from several databases or even within one database. Based on research in various domains including applied statistics, health...
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Learning Puppet for Windows ServerPackt Publishing, 2015

	Organize your Windows environment using Puppet tools to unload administrative burdens in a short time!


	About This Book

	
		Learn to install and implement a Puppet server for Windows administration
	
		Script Puppet manifests, functions, templates and facts for Windows
	
		A...
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